Grade K, Unit 5, Week 1 – On a Jet (Decodable Reader 25)

Target Skills

j w e o g t

e t w g o j

G o j t w e
wet  Wes  will  job  jet  Jen

will  job  jet  Wes  Jen  wet

jet  Jen  Wes  wet  job  will
Wes  wet  jet  will  Jen  jet

job  jet  wet  Jen  will  Wes

Jen  will  Wes  jet  wet  job
go with blue yellow green the
blue yellow green with the go
green the with go yellow blue
with go yellow blue the green

yellow green go the blue with

the blue with green go yellow
Wes and Jen grin.

Wes got the yellow jet wet.

Wes got in the green jet.
Wes will fill it with gas.

Jen sat in the blue jet.

It can go fast.